Netsweeper nFilter™ provides real-time analysis, filtering and blocking of online
content to protect students. Our platform has been developed to meet both CIPA
and OFSTED requirements and the Prevent duty legislation. Our off-network filtering
capabilities provides peace of mind and allows students connected to your network to
learn safely outside the classroom on school-issued devices.

The Netsweeper Difference

With two decades of research and development, Netsweeper’s intelligent AI-based web content
categorization platform is the industry’s most accurate and comprehensive solution for the classification of
online content. Leveraging our proprietary Category Name Service (CNS) for real-time global distribution
updates, we maintain the definitions of more than 90 categories in more than 50 languages. This dynamic
web content categorisation service classifies the Internet and is an essential prevention and protection
instrument against illicit content and online threats.

Dynamic Classification

SSL Decryption

Per-user Filtering

Seamless Authentication

SafeSearch Control

Social Media Blocking

Categorization Name Server
scans and categorizes millions of
websites in real-time

Authentication Redirect features
that allow you to authenticate
users with a seamless online
experience

Decrypted website traffic enables
detailed logging, reporting and
policy enforcement

SafeSearch enforcement across
all popular web search engines
including Google, Bing, YouTube
and more

Integrate with popular directory
service systems to provide per-user
filtering

Social media controls can be used
in the school or at home during a
student’s school time

Multi-tenancy and delegated administration

All policy management functionality is provided with multi-tenancy, enabling operators
to house multiple schools and institutions in a single deployed solution. Delegated
administration enables system operators to delegate the management of filtering policies
to stakeholders that are “closer” to the students/teachers being filtered.

Granular policy management

Define and manage web access privileges based on username, groups, time, day, protocol
and much more. User based rights allow you to personalize access based on IP address,
user, or group. time and calendar based rights enable you to grant web access specific
days or hours, increasing productivity and capping bandwidth to ensure business-critical
functions won’t be impacted.

In-depth reporting

Generate reports to review Internet usage on your network. Netsweeper Reporting Service
provides insight into network traffic or information on specific requests, websites or users.
This high-performance reporter can gather requests based on specified criteria and sort
them, calculate statistics and present results in tables and charts.

Off-network device filtering

For off network filtering Netsweeper provides native web filtering clients for Windows, Mac,
Chrome, Android, and iOS.

Flexible Deployment Options

Netsweeper’s platform allows customers to choose the deployment option that best suits
their needs and existing infrastructure.

Cloud Deployment

On-Premise Deployment

Hybrid Deployment

For more information go to www.netsweeper.com

